PHOTOGRAPH NO. 1
Facing West, near State Highway Mile Marker No. 14
PHOTOGRAPH NO. 2
Facing West, near Kapa‘iki
PHOTOGRAPH NO. 3
Facing West, at Olowalu General Store
PHOTOGRAPH NO. 4
Facing North-West, between Olowalu General Store and Olowalu Stream
PHOTOGRAPH NO. 6
Facing South-East, between Olowalu Stream and County's Olowalu Solid Waste Transfer Station
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PHOTOGRAPH NO. 7
Facing South-East, near County's Olowalu Solid Waste Transfer Station
PHOTOGRAPH NO. 8
Facing East, in vicinity of new Mauka Highway corridor and Luawai Street
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PHOTOGRAPH NO. 9
Facing West, in vicinity of new Mauka Highway corridor

Approximate Location and Building Height Limits of new Town Center as would be seen from the Proposed New Highway

Approximate Alignment of New Highway Corridor (at approximately 45 to 50 feet above mean sea level)
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PHOTOGRAPH NO. 10
Facing East, in vicinity of new Mauka Highway corridor

Approximate Alignment of New Highway Corridor (at approximately 45 to 50 feet above mean sea level)

Approximate Building Height Limits of new Town Center as would be seen from the New Highway
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PHOTOGRAPH NO. 11
Facing North (Mauka), in vicinity of new Mauka Highway corridor

PHOTOGRAPH NO. 12
Facing South (Makai), in vicinity of new Mauka Highway corridor

Approximate building height limits of new Town Center as would be seen from the New Highway